
Bill Hlavachicl!: 
Kansas Fish & Game 
Box 54.11 RR2 
Pratt, Ks 67124 

Dear Mr. Hlavachicl!:, 

July 28, 1986 

Enclosed you will find the final· report 

on the radio-telemtry study of the .Alliggtor Snapper we 

conducted in June. Copies of my field notes are available 

upon request. I respectfully submitt this report and render 

my portion of this contract fullfilled and aivait payment of 

~~4oo for salaries a~ defined in the contract. 

Further efforts to relocate the turtle in August and/or 

September may be attempted as funds and time availablit;i; 

go. In the event of such attempts, your office will be 
~ 

l!:ept appraised of the situation and updates to this report 

shall be filed. Than!!: you very much. 

Martin B. Capron 
Box 542 
Oxfordt, Ks 67119 
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A RADIO TELENETRY STUDY OF AN ADULT 

ALLIGATOR SNAPPING TURTLE IN ICANSAS 

by 

Martin B. Capron 
Box 542, Oxford, Kansas 67119 

INTRODUCTION 

On April 11, 1986 near 7:00 a.m. an adult female Alligator Snapping 

turtle !Vas captured 10 miles south and 3 miles !Vest of Independence, 

Montgomery County Kansas by a Kansas Fish & Game Commission employee. 

Though most auth~rs agree this species almost never leaves the !Vater 

except to lay eggs, this specimen was discovered on a gravel road 

approximately 20 yards from the stream and about. 50 yards from a lo!V

!Vater bridge. Though a female, this turtle !Vas not gravid and in the 
' 
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opinion of th:j.s author was not ashore for egg-laying purposes. The turt·le 

was held at the Ralph Mitchell Zoo in Independence until April 13 !Vhen it 

!Vas transferred to the University of Kansas Museum of Natural History in 

Lawrence, Kansas. Measurements !Vere taken at this time indicating the 

specimen measured 18!,;" in length lVith a head lVidth of 7\" and a !Veight 

of 59.4 lbs. The turtle !Vas housed in a large fiberglass tanlc !Vith 

approximately 24" of !Vater and !Vas offered carp and leopard frogs. 

Ho!Vever, these !Vere refused. 

On May 12, the turtle !Vas picked up and transferred to Oxford, 

Kansas !Vhere it !Vas held in a 10' diameter stock tarn< fitted !Vith a 

lVOOden-framed ~Vire lid and a partial cover of plY!Vood. It !Vas held 

in this until a transmitter !Vas completed and affixed to the shell. 

Observations on the turtle's behaviour !Vere conducted during this 

time. Also, literature !Vas searched during this period and it !Vas found 

that no attempts to study by radio-tracking techniques had previously 

been attempted upon this species. Obbard and Brooks 1981. conducted 

radio-telemetry studies !Vith Common Snapping turtle ho!Vever. Very little 

published information exists concerning this species natural history 

and/or movements and activity cycles in the wild. 
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The turtle remained inactive during daylight hours, always in the shaded 

area beneath the plywood cover. However, after sundown the animal 

usually became quite active, swimming actively about the tanlt and probing 

the cover for possible escape. The heighth of this nocturnal activity 

usually occurred between 2:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. Several times during 

it's captivity attempts were made to time the frequency of surfacing 

for air. During periods of diurnal inactivity surfacing was noted at the 

following intervals: 14 minutes, 17 minutes, 12 minutes, and 22 minutes. 

1-lm;ever, surfacing took place more frequently during periods of activity 

and was noted as follows: 8 minutes, 12 minutes, 6 minutes, and 17 minutes. 

Live carp, "sunfish, bullhead, and drum were offered but not taken. 

Interestingly, at no time during it's captivity was this specimen 

noted to "fish" utilizing the wormlike lure on the tongue. Also, live 

red-eared sliders were similarly refused, The turtle did eat two green 

sunfish and an 8" carp that were cut open and left hanging just below 

the l;ater's surface via a length of 150 lb. braided nylon trot line cord. 

About four inches of this cord was severed and apparently devoured with 

each fish, Cut bullheadso "'ith their venomous fin-spines clipped off 

were refused. 

For a complete history of this species in Kansas see "Report to the 

Kansas Fish & Game Commission on the Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat 

Preference of the Alligator Snapping Turtle in Kansas" by Kelly Irwin, 

March 1985, 

~IETHODS 

On May 30 the turtle was equipped with an AVN "mouse style" trans

mitter "'ith a Mercury 828 battery. The unit "'as silicone sealed and 

encased in "tool-handle" compound and resulted in the unit being black 

and approximately the size of half a walnut, The turtle was turned on 

it's back while two 3/16" holes were drilled in the second left marginal 

scute from the tail, or directly above the left, rear leg, The turtle 

did not attempt to right itself during the entire process, ho"'ever 

gaping continually. The holes bled moderately and "'ere disinfected with 

rubbing alcohol. On the dorsal surface the holes were countersunlt to 

3/8" and fiberglass rods machined into "bolts" were passed through the 

transmitter and shell thenc-cut off flush "'ith the surface, Dorsally the 

holes and bolts were capped with a fiberglass epoxy resin and all~d to 

d-ry for one hour. The transmitter was tested with the reciever unit on 

dey land and again one hour after the turtle was returned to the water. 
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Field work was initiated on June 2 and was carried out through June 28 

as conditions permitted. A total of nine days were spent in the field 

and resulted in 2354 miles being driven. The animal was equipped with _ 

the transmitter, returned to the exact site of capture and released. 

Efforts to relocate the animal were then conducted approximately four 

times a day. Once in the early morning, one near noon, again about 

dusk, and finally near midnight. This schedule varied considerably due 

to weather conditions, Hater levels, etc. lfuen the animal could not be 

located the entire sutdy site ••as systematically searched from the release 

site do1'lll stream approximately one mile and upstream from the release site 

for about 50 yards. Lando1'1Uer permission for tracking on the area 

further than,SO yards upstream from the release site could not be obtained 

and due to psrmanently deep Hater in this section of the stream was 

perhaps futile in any case. Notes Here made of air and Hater temperatures 

during each location attempt and other pertinent data recorded such as 

rainfall, prey species sighted, Hater level flucuations, distance from 

last recorded site, etc. 

SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

Onion Creek in }!ontgomery County, Kansas is a tributary of the 

Verdegris River system Hhich it empties into some three miles south of 

the Kansas border in Oklahoma. The stream at the study site varies in 

Hidth of surface area from 16' to 4' and in depth from .s• to 6' under 

normal stream flow. HoHever, during the almost incessant rainfall He 

experienced during the course of this study, water depths often exceeded 

12 feet and Hater occasionally came out of the banks and spread into the 

surrounding forest floor. The stream bed was made up of soft mud with 

large amounts of submerged deadfall and leaf litter. However, where the 

stream approaches the base of the flood plain the bottom is often littered 

with large boulders and rock debris. The stream is almost completely 

concealed overhead by a dense cat'IOPY of mature oak-hiclcory forest. 

During loH water levels, visibility extended for up to 16 inches under 

water but after rains and during stream rises conditions of turbidity 

prevailed. 
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Frequently during high water large sections of the high mud banks 

give t<ay and drop into the stream bed accompanied by the flora growing 

atop them. These mudslides frequently choke the channel of the stream to 

less than 6 feet in width, Large piles of drift and fallen trees not 

infrequently block off the entire streambed, At two sites in the study 

area large fallen logs completly block the stream and create small "dams" 

overwhich the water drops up to tt<O feet during normal stream flow. 

Passage beneath these "dams" is blocked by sediment and debris, 

At some point in history the area has been utilized as a dump as 

several refrigerators, car chasis, appliances and other articles are to 

be found throughout thestudy site; The surrounding area is heavily 

tapped for o~l and serveral pipelines cross the stream in the study area, 

RESULTS 

On June 2, 7:22 p.m. The turtle was released on the dotm stream 

side of the low-water bridge at the capture site, A light rain had 

fallen steadily all day and continued at the time of release. Hater 

level was rising at approximately 2 inches per hour. At 8:18 p.m. the 

turtle was located resting beneath a large tree laying in the stream bed 

in 19 inches of water. The turtle had traveled 96 yards in slightly less 
0 

than one (1) hour. Hater temperture was 72 .:f. 
At 11:28 p.m. The turtle was relocated at the same site, still at 

rest beneath the 

Hater ternperture 

submerged tree trunk, 

70° F. Air ternperture 

depth not< at 23 inches, 

Hater murky and still 

rising. Numerous minnow active around and above the turtle, No rain 

but very foggy. 

On June 3, 9:55 a,m. He returned to the site, Hater levels over

night had risen well over low-water bridge and to an estimated 4 feet 

over last recorded locality. However, water had dropped 17 inches 

by the time we arrived, 
0 Hater anrl air tempertures were 73 F. By 11:30 a,m. 

we had been unable to relocate the turtle, having searched 300 yards 

below and 100 yards above last recorded locality. He observed one dead 

and one live Red-eared slider, one live 9 inch male Common snapping turtle 

foraging at release site, several adult Yellow-bellied water snaltes and 

subadult bullfrog in search area, 
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again searched the above Returning to the site at 6:00 

defined area, Air temperature ·was 

p.m. we 
0 80 F,, water 70° F, Creek had fallen 

considerably and appeared stable, A 16 inch female Spiny Softshell 

turtle was found dead at original capture site, it's head apparently shot 

off, Four gunshots were heard approximately\ mile downstream, I 

recieved two faint signals over a deep liater area at this time but could 

not get an exact fix on their location, I presume that the animal lias 

located in this liater and that due to it's depth (5-7 feet) ~<as unable 

to recieve a strong enough signal for exact location, I observed one 

Stinltpot at this locality, The location of these signals was approximately 

30 yards do1<nstream from last locality site. 

June 4 the study site recieved a steady heavy rain all morning and 

we were able to begin tracking by 11:30 a,m, At 1:14 p.m. the turtle 

lias relocated beneath the center of a large log jam that completely 

blocks the creek at the confluence of Onion Creek with it's smaller 

tributary Spring Creek, The turtle was resting in 32 inches of water with 

a water temperature of 74° F. and an air temperature of 83°F, The entire 

surface of this site l<as covered with fallen leaves and debris with 

many large logs and tree branches. Depths beneath this drift varied 

from 2 to 6 feet, Carp were observed feeding in the log jam, This 

locality lias 75 yards downstream from last confirmed locality site and 

45 yards do1<nstream from the deep water site where tliO faint signals 

were recorded. 

At 8:21 p.m. the turtle was still located in the same spot beneath 

the log jam. Carp were still feeding in the drift and both air and 
0 water temperature were 72 F. Light rain was falling and Grey treefrogs 

were chorusing at site, No changes in water level. 

At 11:25 p.m. the turtle was still at same locality, light rain, 

heavier to the north and northwest of study site, Air temperature 70° F, 
0 Water temperature 71 F, Water levels were beginning to rise at this time 

with some debris and foam coming dol<n. Increasingly .turbid conditions. 

I remained at the site for ~pproximately 45 minutes during which time the 

turtle moved back upstream to the edge of. the log jam for a distance 

of 15 feet, Hm<ever, the turtle remained undercover oflogs and debris 

and did not venture further into open water. Left the site at 12:15 a,m, 

June 5, 
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The rain continued overnight and by 9:25 a,m, the creek had' 

risen over the low-l•ater bridge and depth at last locality site was now 

50 inches. He were unable to locate the turtle at this time within 
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200 yards belOl< or 150 yards above last recorded locality site, HOl<ever, 

many areas of the study site were now experiencing water depths of 6 feet 

or more and the current was swift and conditions very turbid, Air 
0 0 temperatures l<as 78 F, and water 73 F, 

At this time we returned to Oxford to change assistants and conduct . 
business, Planned to return on Monday, June 9. Upon leaving the study 

site at this time our vehicle became stuck on the road and we had to seek 

assistance in pulling it out, L01•-water bridge was by this time 

impassable f~r our vehicle due to high water and/or mud-silt deposits 

left from high water, 

I returned to the sight on June 10 11:30 a.m. with Kelly Irwin and 

began working doHnstream from the low-water bridge. Doug Blex informed 

us that the crg(lk had risen about 4 feet over the weekend but l<as now 

at normal levels and stable, By 2:30 p.m. we had searched the stream to 

a point 1 and 3/4 miles doHnstream from release sight and were unsuccessful 

in relocation the turtle, He noted large amounts of crude oil on the 

craak approximately llamiles doHnstream from rele~se sight, Large 

areas of water above drifts were cgvered witli crude oil as were drifts 

themselves, creek banks and surrounding vegetation. Assistant dunked 

camera in creek and it ceased to operate, He noted several red-eared 

sliders, water snrutes, and bullfrogs. Rain began moving in from the 

west and we discontinued our search and returned to Wichita to have the 

camera fixed. We drove through heavy rain in western Montgomery County 

en route home, 

On June 11, 2:30 p.m. we returned to the site and found very high 

water with fully 2' of water going over lDl<-l<ater bridge, Creek had 

risen nearly 8' overnight and was falling slOl<ly. Due to these conditions 

we were unable to enter the creel< to attempt to locate animal. lo/e noted 

a dead female Common Snapping turtle above low-water bridge in the same 

area as the dead Spiny Softshell, apparently ran over, Contained 13 

eggs, Air temperature was 73° F, He drove to Labette County to 

investigate another recorded Alligator Snapper locality and found an 
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ll!o inch femaleHissouri slider DOR at this locality. 

June 12, 9:00 a.m. bridge though Hater had dropped at 

Air temperature still approximately l' high. 

low-water 

was 70° F. Hater temperature 
0 was 71 F. Attempted to work area above lm<-water bridge but found water 

depths from 5 to 9 feet. Horlced area downstream from bridge 300 yards 

but recieved no signals. 

At 10:30 a.m. we drove to a point approximately 2 miles downstream 

and began to work upstream from confluence of Fawn Creelc and Onion Creek. 

He were unable to ~ocate the subject by 12:30 p.m. and decided to pull 

out and return when water levels stabilized. A turtle trap put in near 

release site contained one sunfish and one bullhead. 

High rains continued in the area of the site. Heather and water 

conditions w~re monitored by communications with resident of the area 

and the media. 

I returned to the site on June 20, at 10:45 a.m. and found the 

stream levels near 11normal11
• I worked an area 50 yards above and ~mile 

below low-water bridge and could not locate subject. Deep water still 

a problem above bridge. 

was 74° F. 

0 Air temerature was 88 F and water temperature 

I once again returned to the site on June 28 and found it had rained 

recently with the creek on a slight rise. Air temperature was 92° F and 

t 74o F. water tempera ure Haterrelatively clear and lm<, despite rise. 

I was unable to locate the turtle in the study are at this time and 

departed site after 3t hours of searching. 

This was the last attempt to locate the animal during the funded 

portion of this study. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the apparent small amount of data gleaned from this study, 

a number of important facts did come to light, As has been long 

suspected, this particular specimen inhabited a very hostile, inaccessible 

ar~a with much submerged deadfall and drift to offer cover. However, 

rather than being "sedentary" and sluggish as they are often characterized 

in popular texts, this animal moved rpaidly and fairly far when it did so. 

As observed in captivity, the animal moved almost exclusively 

bet1,reencc. midnight and da1m and both on occasions of a rise in the stream, 

However, due to the• limited number of locations it would be unwise to dra.,r 

any conclusions based upon these observations. 

Also, it appeared to favor resting in concealed, shady localities 

beneath log jams, etc. during daylight hours and in water depths that 

allm,red it to• surface for air without much effort. For example, no 

swimming was needed for this animal to talee in air in 2-2!:; feet of water, 

Even when located, this turtle could not be observed surfacing and 

since only the tip of the snout and not the entire head need be exposed 

for breathing purposes the animal was virtually.impossible to detect in 

the stream. 

Total movement recorded for the animal amounted to. 176 yards but 

from our inability to locate the turtle following periods of heavy rain 

and high water I am forced to believe that it did much more traveling. 

I suspect the animal •utilized periods of high water either to move back 

upstream and over the low-water gridge that any other time formed a 

small dam to block such upstream movemnts or to facilitate the movement 

of it's bulle ccdownstream. Indeed, moving at the rate it was recorded for 

upon it's release and given the lapsed time between recording attempts 

due to creele conditons, the animal could easily of floated out of the 

state! Alligator Snapping turtles observed under captive conditions, 

this example included, have been noted to be powerful, effective swimmers 

if not overly graceful. Small specimens readily swim after cra1,rfish 

rapidly enough to overtalee their prey in roomy, captive conditions. 

The image of this species as a sedentary, sluggish "lay-in-wait" predator 

so popularly set forth in most texts is, in the opinion of this researcher, 

unfoundedand based primarily upon fattened, zoo raised specimens and 

~uppositions drawn from it's size and bulle 
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Possible solutions to dral<backs discovered during the course of 

this study include the follol<ing: A small, external l<hip antenna 

protruding from the transmitter might improve reception in water depths 

in excess of 6 feet. Such an antenna was considered for this study but 

voted down because of it's laclc of durability and the supposition that 

normal 1,rater levels would prevail and malce such an accessory unnecessary. 

Secondly, the animal could have been held until such a time as 

l<ater levels stabilized and l<ere lol< enough to permit steady tracking. 

Hol<ever, such delay in release are to be avoided as much as possible. 

A release in August might have provided an extended period of observation, 

hm,rever .since nesting in most native chelonians occurs during the first 

three weeks pf June in Kansas, I felt it more important to have 

the animal released during this period. 

It is unlikely that ,.e.missed the animal in our search efforts of 

the study area. Unless the animal 1,ras located in holes of deep l<ater, 

the signal could be efficiently recieved at a distance of 20 yards when 

the animal was submerged in 3 feet of water. Since the turtle appeared 

to rest beneath snags during daylight hours in water depths of 32 inches 

or less, it seems unlikely that the turtle l<as lying on the bottom in six 

or seven feet of water. Transmitter failure l<as not considered as a 

possibleexplanation due to pre-study testing of the equipment, the 

successful first portion of our relocation attempts and guarantees from 

the producer. In the opinion of this researcher, the animal l<as not 

located in the study area when we were unsuccessful in recieving a 

signal and was presumed to have moved out of the area. 

It is perhaps also worth noting some considerations as to publicity 

surrounding the discovery of this turtle. While the subsequent news 

releases did bring at. least one additional Alligator Snapper record to 

light in Kansas, too much publicity about such a rare, unconventional 

species may have adverse effects upon the species and research attempts 

as l<ell. One landowner approachad for permission to track this turtle 

across her property should it proceed in that direction flatly stated she 

did not wish to have such a .creature released into the creek and 

residing on her property. Nost landowners seemed willing to have us seelt 

out and remove such turtles from their property but not to release and 

follow them on the same. 



Whether or not the two dead turtles found at the low-water bridge 

and gunshots heard along the creek near there were in any way connected 

withpublicity about the species in the local media is impossible to 

determine. 
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By heightening public awareness of this species presence and status 

in Kansas, further specimens may come to light, However, care should be 

taken when tag-release or radio-tracking projects are being considered, 

lfuether or not some people would actively pursue a campaign to rid their 

property of these animals is uncertain bttnot unimaginable, Specific 

locality data and animal whereabouts are perhaps best kept from the 

net<-media and only general information released in the best interest 

of the species! 

In summary, it is somewhat surprising that this animal moved so 
' 

rapidly and extensively about the study area and so quickly departed 

the area, apparently. Similarly, seldom has this researcher experienced 

such inclement weather and site conditions during the course of a,field 

study. However, in my opinion, this species still survives in the 

watercourses of southeastern Kansas and should be loolced for particularly 

in smaller tributaries of the Verdegris and Neosho drainages. Obviously, 

at least under some circumstances, Alligator Snapping turtles can become 

quite active and move fair distances in a relatively short period of time, 

They appear to be exclusively nocturnal and prefer areas with drifts,, 

snags, and other forms of cover, 
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Abstract: On April 11, 1986, an adult female alligator 
snapping turtle was captured in Montgomery County, Kansas. 
Measurements were taken and the turtle was equipped with a 
transmitter on May 30. Field work was initiated on June 2 
and continued through June 28. The turtle was returned to 
the exact site of capture and released. Efforts to relocate 
the animal were then conducted approximately four times a 
day--once in the early morning, once near noon, again about 
dusk, and near midnight. This schedule varied considerably 
due to weather conditions and water levels. June 5 was the 
last day the turtle was located. In this study, this 
particular specimen inhabited a very hostile, inaccessible 
area with much submerged deadfall and drift to offer cover. 
However, rather than being "sedentary" and sluggish as they 
are often characterized, this animal moved rapidly and far. 
As observed in captivity, the animal moved almost 
exclusively between midnight and dawn and both on occasions 
of a rise in the stream. However, due to the limited number 
of locations, it would be unwise to draw any conclusions 
based upon these observations. It appeared to favor resting 
in concealed, shady localities beneath log jams during 
daylight hours and in water depths that allowed it to 
surface for air without much effort. It is suspected the 
animal utilized periods of high water either to move back 
upstream and over the low-water bridge that at any other 
time formed a small dam to block such upstream movements or 
to facilitate the movement of its bulk downstream. 


